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General lnstructions
1.

Allthe questions are compulsory

2. Answer all questions in a separate paper

Section
---r.

Read the

I

-

A ( Unseen ComBrehensionl

following passage and answer the questions given below:-

1X3=3

Max loves to read during all of his free time. His friends tease him because

he would rather read than play video games, but his parents and his
teachers are proud of him. They say reading is important, and it will help
him learn about the world around him. They also tell him it is a good habit
to read on a regular basis.
One day Max was reading a magazine article about volcanoes. He told his

friends all about volcanoes and what causes them to erupt. The very next
week, his class was assigned a science project about volcanoes. Guess who
everyone wanted in their project group? Max's friends weren't teasing him
anymore. Max ended up being in a group with Liz, Anna and Josh, The
assignment was to create a poster board with information about volcanoes
and to build a volcano model.

Max made copies of the magazine article about volcanoes so his project
partners could read about them too. They also went to the library to look
for more information about volcanoes. Max, Liz, Anna and Josh were very
proud of their hard work. Thanks to Max's good habit, they earned an A+ for
their project.
L.

2.

3.

lsD/PT

Who wanted Max to be in their project group?
Who were the other children in Max'sgroup?
What is Max's good habit? Why is it good?
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Section-B/proseJ
Write the meanings of:-

%X2=

gleaming

2. chorused

Frame interesting sentenees:-

believe

1.

LX2=2
2. quickly

Answer the following questionsr-

Q.IV

L

tYzx2=

3

How was the problem solved in the zoo?

Why dld the people call Ka Ngot, " Rupa tylli "?
Give Reference to

Q.v

Context:-

1,.

" Where are you?"

a)

Who is the speaker of this line?

b)

When did the speaker say this?

%X2=

L

Section-C(Grommar)
Rewrite the sentences given below and underline the Concrete Noun
circle the Abstract Noun:-:

Q.V1

t"

Laughter is the best medicine.

2.

I believe in her innocence.
Piek out the nouns from the given sentence and mention its

Q.VI
1_.

Mrs. Sen will visit the school tomorrow.

2.

Always speak the truth.
Read

Q.Vil1

the passage and fill in the blanks with appropriate

and

kind:-

articles:-

%Xl

= L%

%x3

= L%

%x3 = L%

Rahul bought _ puppy to his home. When _ puppy was washed and
powdered, Rahul cuddled his loveable puppy. lt was
_ amazing experience
for Rahul. He was very happy to show it to all his friends.

ldentify the kind of Adjectives in the following

Q"IX

t.

The tiger is a fierce animal.

2.

Who will attend the party?

3.

Tina bought three pens for the test.

4.

I kept my books on the table.

5.

Don't pluck those flowers.

sentences:-

Section-D ( eomposition
Q"x

ISD/PT 1,/

%XS=Z%

I

Write a tetter to your unele thanking him for the birthday gift.
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